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PAO
Good morning, everyone. Welcome back to the Johnson
Space Center in Houston and the series of prelaunch briefings for
STS-8. These are always a real happy event for us because it
means we're getting close to another spaceflight, which is why we
all come to work here. The briefing schedule for today, the
subsequent briefings are at 11 o'clock. the payload flight test
articles, and these are central times; 1 :30, the INSAT 1-0
briefing; 2:30, the Continuous Flow Electrophoresis Machine;
3:00, the schedule for the Telemetry Data Relay Satellite System
utility during during STS-8, and at 1:00 tomorrow afternoon, the
crew press conference. And this briefing is, of course, the lead
flight director, Harold Draughon. Harold.
DRAUGHON
Good morning. What I'm going to trv to do here
torlay is to give you a brief summary of, just give you a general
overview of the fl fght, what thp. content is, what some of the
concerns are and some of the significant descriptors, and more or
less, set you up and precondition you to hear these more detailed
briefings that you'll have access to this afternoon and
tomorrow. So, to get to that. could we have the first slide,
please? Here, I've just got the particulars on the launch data
and time. One of the significant aspects of this flight is the
night launch, dnd with the night launch is also a night
landing. And for thosp. of y l all that are keyed into those kinds
of things, thp. only place that we have a potential for a lighted
landing on this flight are for a TAL, if we happen to do a Trans
Atlantic landing, We will be about 5 or 10 minutes after sunrise
(It Dakar.
But the launch time is 1 :21 a.m. local Houston time,
and the crew work cycle will be such that they will be going to
sleep a little after "Jon local time. Later on you will see"a
shift schedule in thi~ pitch. The OMS 2 insertion altitude's 160
miles, the flight duration is a 121 hours and the nominal site,
the preferred landing site is Edwards Air Force Base. I will get
into some details on what landing runway selection criteria we'll
be using later on. Next slide. Again, some particulars for
those that want to key into (rarble) state vectors and elements
and what not. These are the maneuvers that we'll be doing during
the fl ight, the OMS-2 maneuver is the final maneuver to put us on
orbit. And as I said earl fer, we go to 160 miles circular. The
things thet cause U~ to change that altitude later are the
separation maneuver that we do after the PAM deployment with 11
foot-per-second delta-V. and resulting in 166 by 160 mile
orbit. We then have an oxygen interaction experiment that I III
go into a little more detail later on on what that really is.
But it has a desire to fly at around 120 miles, and the reason
for that is that there are more oxygen molecules at the lower
altitudes. So to accommodate that, we circularize with a twoburn sequence down to 121 miles, and then deorbft, is as shown on
flight day 6. Next s)1de. If you have any questions as I go
through these things, feel free to stop me.
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MARK KRAMER (CBS)
Is this mission nowaday longer than it
was a month or two ago?
DRAUGHON
Not a month or two ago, it may be longer than it
was s~me time before that. We went through so many different
options when the IUS came off this flight and the TORS, PFTA came
on, I'm really not certain. But the oniy real concern you want
to have on setting a lifetime for this particular flight, is the
amount of consumables and propellants you have, and the
activities you've got scheduled. We've got enough propellant and
consumables to easily fly two more days, and in fact we could
stretch 3 out of it if we needed to. So. we've just timel ined
that in a comfortable fashion to what we've got to get done.
PAO
Let's try to keep the questions, if you don't
understand an acronym ur something, don't want to be unfairly ask
the other centers to wait until the end. So if you can hold the
questions until the end, that" 1 be to our advantage. But, if
there's a major misunderstanding during this, why, please
interrupt.
DRAUGHON
Here you've got a, what you call a CAP summary,
which is a one page summary of the entire flight. And on it,
live indicated the team shifting that will be going on in the
control center. I keep in mind, on line 1 at the top, where it
shows zero, that's going to be 1 :21 a.m. local time. And so you
can see around 12:21, 11 hours elapsed time, is when we'll be
putting the crew to sleep. So you can get an idea of how their
work day is going to coincide with what you folks are trying to
do in meeting your press deadl ines and those kinds of thing~.
I've also indicated on here the flight director on each one of
these teams. Welve got the ascent/entry team, and twc on-orbit
teams. Jay Greene is doing ascent for this flight. I'll be
running the Orbit Two team, which will be mostly centered around
the PFTA RMS activity. Jay is coming back after ascent and not a
lot of sleep to run the planning team, and he'll do that for the
remainder of the flight. All those Ps, or planning teams, Jay
Greene will be ~unning that shift. Randy Stone will be running
the Orbit 1 team, or the first half of each crew d~y. And
Randy's major work aSSignment this time, is going to be the PAM
INSAT deploy. And both Randy and I will be deal ing with the RMS,
with the TORS checking that we'll be doing to kind of pave the
way for flight 9 and the TORS Satellite interface. Going on down
to the end, the ascent/entry team, again at theta;l end of the
mission, and Gary Cohen, who's done entry, at least for the last
two flights, will be leading that team for entry. Those of you
that were here last time are famil iar with Gary, I think. Next
slide, please. This is just for those of you that got the hand
out, perhaps you'll want keep the one page summary out, and I'll
just tried to highlight each day's activities. Flight day 1 is
the CFES, we start the CFES, the Electrophoresis experiment with
samples 1 and 2. And we've got six samples this time. One thing
that's unique about this flight is that these are live samples,
and we do need to run them early in the flight. Samples 1 and 2
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require a little longer run time than we normally do. r think
they're on the order of an hour and 50 minutes, or something of
that nature, rather than the nominal 48 to 51 minutes that you're
probably used to on the last flights. Samples 4 through 6 are
run o~ flight day 2. The RMS checkout is just an initial power
up the arm, wiggle the wrist and check the grapple system, and
it's just a quick look-see at. the RMS to make sure it got through
ascent okay. And then there is the beginning of the TORS
interface testing on fl ight da: 1. You'll see that throughout
the whole flight. A lot of that TORS interface testing goes on
continually and without any crew involvement at all. A majority
of it is that nature. We're going to checkout all the data rates,
tape recorder dump capabilities. We'll be looking at Ku-band and
S-band communications with the TORS. And the only time the
crew's going to get involved is, we have a few very specific
tests looking at indiviollal electronic characteristics of that
system. Those have to do wit.h acquisition, some of the search
patterns ~h~t the Ku-band, that steerable antenna on the orbiter
does. And we'll have the crew intentionally break lock or we'll
intentionally set the antenna off to the side, where we know it's
pointing at the wrong place, and let it go into a search routine
and see if it can find the TORS satellite, those kinds of
things. On flight 7, they did do som~ checkout of the orbiter
side of that interface. They put it into search mode. They
watched it and it performed as far as I have been told, it
performed well. It went through the search routines that it was
supposed to. It has a little routine 1n there that tells it to
turn off the power amplifier, the transmitters, when it's in the
search routine or in any track mode, it goes down and points at
the orbiter, and it demonstrated that about 20 times. So, we
have some confidence that the orbiter side of the interface 1s
working and there are another group of people that are working on
verifying the TORS and our interface with White Sands to pull off
all this testing, and there is a significant ~mount of it. And
that is one of the higher objectives because of the high
requirement for that particular system on flight 9. On fl ight
day 2, we've got the INSAT deploy opportunities. Those come up
again on flight day 3. And I'm going to go through a detailed, a
little more insight into the TORS, or into the INSAT deploy PAM
deploy sequence in a later chart. So, for now I'll just point
out that on flight day 2 and flight day 3, we have a prime and a
backup opportunity to deploy that satell ite, and I'll give you,
I'll introduce you to what is involved in that on a subsequent
chart. We have a test on flight day 2 with some TACAN navigation
testing. That is a DTO that we have run some short pieces of
before and it's investigating using TACAN systems on orbit as
navigation aids. We've had some very promising results from some
of the previous work and this is a continuation of that effort.
It does, for those of you that are familiar the ops modes in the
flight software, it does require that we go to Ops 8 for those
kind of tests. The, again, CFES, we finish up the other four
samples on flight day 2. And then we'll begin a tail/sun test.
You remember, those of you that were around on flights 2 and 3,
we did a lot of hold attitude testing, a lot of different
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orientations. We're coming back now because of a, some subtle
difference, perhaps subtle difference, between the way the two
orbiters were built. And the installation and what not, the way
the cabio is thermally insulated from the rest of the vehicle.
Our tnerma1 folks wanted some data of this sort to help validate
their mo~els. We're dOing that, 1t's called a cold canopy test,
and it's a tail/sun, top to deep space. And we're doing it for
around 20 hours or so. Flight day 3, backup INSAT deploy, and
the first set of RMS PFTA work. The work we're doing on the RMS
on this flight is just a continuation of that work that was
started as early as flight 2. On flight 2, you remember we
started out with the unloaded arm, checking out that piece of
hardware. Flight 3, we went through the PDP, that P1asma
Diagnostic Package, that weighed, I believe around, 400 pou~ds.
The next one was flight 4 with the IECM, about 800 pounds. Tommy
Holloway and the group on flight 7 had the SPAS, which was around
4,000 pounds. And this time, we're playing with an 8,000 pound
payload. The whole thing with this thing is to collect data and
response data on the arm and the orbiter, and validate some
ground models so that we can predict what the arm is going to do
in a lot of other applications. There is one other aspect of the
testing that's going to be done on this flight that's a little
different. Up until now, with up to the 4,000 pound payload, the
testing has always been, what is the arm dynamics? We do these
things, we make th~se motions in these arm configurations which
are one of the considerations. How does the thing respond, and
how are the loads transmitted back to the longeron? One new
aspect of this flight is going to be looking at with this heavier
payload, 8,000 pounds, it's going to be looking at how actions or
reactions from the arm are going to couple back into the orbiter,
and what potentially that might do to excite the digital
autopilots fire jets and what not on the orbiter. We!re getting
out there where we've got enough of a moment there that you can
actually feed back into the orbiter, and we're going to be
looking at those kinds of details. And this is all headed
towards validating the arm and working with the arm. I think the
current manifest, heaviest payload that we .. Jve is lOEF, or the
Long Duration Exposure Facility, which is ~~)und 25,000 pounds.
That's a wag, but it's close. So, TORS, that finishes up f1 ight
day 3. Flight day 4, we've got the OMS 3 and 4. J mentioned
earlier, we're going to be doing the oxygen interaction
experiment. That's an experiment that's being sponsored by a
group at JSC, some of the engineering folks here at JSC. And
they are putting the number of different types of material into
the bay and testing the way oxygen molecules ramming into these
different materials erode them. It has application in what
materials you're going to be using for thermal insulation or
solar reflectance, and those kinds of things for later space
applications. And it has grown quite a bit and is a fafrly late
comer, but it's one that has a lot of significant prestigous
people in the different universities very interested in it, and
there are quite a number, I'm sure you'll be hearing a lot more
about that. But there are quite a number of samples that they've
not got into place on this. And i t amounts, as far as the
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operations side of the house, all we have to do is get to the
right altitude, which ;s about 120 miles, turn the bay into the
velocity vector and fly in that attitude. in effect ramming these
oxygen molecules into the bay. And you will see in this
afternoon's or tomorrow's pitch. how these things are mounted,
but it's on a truss that goes across from each of the two
longerons and they're mounted, looking, what would normally be -Z
at the top of the spacecraft, but we're in an attitude that's
down along the velocity vector, So that's what we're doing for
that guy, Again, we do more TORS interface testing on flight day
4, and we finish up the RMS PFTA work. On flight day 5, a thing
you've seen on previous flights, the FCS checkout, where we look
a tall the en try f 1 i g htan d 1and i n 9 f 1 i 9 ht con t r 0 1 s y stem son the
orbiter, go in and check out some switch contacts and those kinds
of things, meters, and the s~rfaces on the aircraft. More TORS
interface, do oxygen, finish ~p the oxygen interaction, and start
the cabin stow in preparation for entry on flight day 6, Deorbit
prep is the morning of flight day 6 with entry on rev 81 and
landing on rev 82 at Edwards. Next slide, please. As far as
mission objectives and prior~ties, I ~idn't bother to put every
single in here because YOu;d get muddled up, you ~ould get lost
in all the trees, there's so many di fferent pieces to the
puzzle. But the major drivers in the priority game are, of
course, the highest, crew safety, the INSAT and the PAM vehicle,
the TORS 1nterface testing with it's high payoff into going into
flight 9 in Spacelab, then the CFES with the live samples, the
RMS and PFTA because that's g01ng to clear uS for handling LOEF
that's already manifested, and then the GAS cans. There are some
other experiments, but these are the main cnes that get into
trades on how you use propellant, what altitudes you fly at, what
orientations, and those kinds of things. Next s1 ide. Here are
the details that I promised you with regard to what goes on in a
PAM INSAT deploy. At -70 minutes you start to power up and the
predeploy PAM checks. You are familiar, from the last flight, on
the sunshields, how that works~ the sunshield openings at an hour
before and rNSAT activation is at that point. They go to the
deploy attitude at -30 minutes. And unlike a TORS, r didn't work
the last flight, but I did work 6. The TORS deploy, you wanted
to keep the sun out of the bay. This particular vehicle, the
deploy attitude for it has th~ sun on the payload, The
mechanical sequence start, or the spin up is at -15 minutes, and
go to internal power, start the terminal sequence, arm the PAM
safe and arms, which is a mechanical rotation of the pyrotechnics
so that they have a continuous power train, and a deployment at
T-O. The delta-Vat deploy is about 2-1/2 foot-per-second. The
orbital mechanics following that, are a ~EP maneuver with a
delta-V of 11 foot-per-second, 15 minutes later, and later on a
protection attitude to keep the right side of, the bottom of the
orbiter at the PAM, and PAM ignitfon is 45 minutes. Next
slide. We've talked before about priority flight and what the
content of that might be if we get into one of these subsets of
failures that t think you're all familiar with as far as an IHU
failure or those kinds of things where we get into a situation
where the orbiter has a redundancy level that's less than w~at we
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want to fly the full duration flight with. And for each flight
we define one of these. For flight 8, the Significant things
that we think is worth taking some additional risk and going
ahead and comrleting the major objectives are to go ahead and get
the day 2 and day 3 opportunities for the PAM deploy and that
puts up an umbrella that you can easfly get a modified RMS PFTA
checkout, some of the CFES, and then you'd enter on flight day
4. The RMS checkout that you get would be a look at, there are
two grapple fixtures, or two places you can grab the PFTA with
the arm. And there are some tests that you want attached to each
one of those. Back on the summary timelfne, you noticed we had
PFTA work on flight days 3 and 4. Fl fght day 3 is grapple
fixture 2, which 1s a big on~ off at about 1 O'clock on the aft
end of it. Grapple fixture 5 is one radially down the center' of
the thing, and we use that on day 4. To turn the thing loose of
the arm, tak'l it off one place a.ld put it on the other one, you
put it back in the cradle, put i t back in the bay and l~tch it
down. So ~he way the tests have been put together, ~s that on
flight day 3. we do all the grapple fixture 2 work, on flight day
4, we do all the grapple fixture 5 work. In the priority flfght.
since the moments of inertia are in the tests that they w~nt to
run, there are some high priorities in each one of those, we
redefined a shortened sequence that gets a high priority
objectives out of each one of those grapple pOints. And that's
what you would see done if we got into a shortened RMS PFTA
checkout. Next slide, please. For those that like these kinds
of data. and usually somebody asks for it, these are the deorbit
opportunities, and it's in MET time, these are TIG times, not
landing times, it's days, slash hours and minutes, the number at
the top is revs, rev 2, 3, 14, 15, 16s and the number to the
righ~ is the crossraoge. The kind of thing to look for in
croSSrange is normally som(thing less than for this flight, 667
miles of crossrange. If we're going to be doing entry maneuvers.
that is the crossrange limit that we've established for this
flight, If you were willing to givp up the maneuvers. you could
fly a crossrange of about 810 miles. The thing that affects the
crossrange, and you may have been told numbers a little bit
dffferent than that from the last flight, is the alpha profile
that you're flying. Flight 6 and flight 8 are, we'll use the same
alpha proftle. We're going back to the profile we flew on flight
6. The one that was on flight 7 was a little lower alpha, which
gives you some increased crossrange capabflity. And that was
done as a test. There was engineering data they wanted to get
there. As well as gaining you the crossrange that you get with a
lower alpha profile, you also pay a penalty in thermal. You run
higher temps during entry. So unless you need to do it for some
reason. you just wouldn't do that. So, since we didn't have a
motivation on this flfght, we went back to the more thermally
benign alpha profile for flfght 8, Rev 81, I circled it in biack
there, that's the nominal end of miSSion. And the ones that are
in squares are those landfng opportunities that are in sunl1ght,
but 8gafn, you've got to look at each Ohe of those and see which
one of them fall within the crossrange constraint. Doesn't do
you ~ny good if you just land bes;dethe runw~y. There are not a
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lot of opportunities for i' lighted landing on this flight. Next
slide. Landing site priorities, the site selection, the primary
landing site is Edwards, secondary is Northrup, AOA is to Edwards
lakebed, AOA weather alternate, if Edwards is bad is to go to
Northrup, and the TAL site is Dakar. The thing that drove that
site selection is this is the first night landing. The runway
selection within the sites is Edwards 17, Edwards 22, which does
have a lighted runway, does have the surface 1 ights. And for
those of you that are interested in that aspect of the mission,
if you haven't seen that, you ought to get with ~omeborly that's
got the detdils on how that's done, because it is a fairly
significant task, the way the lights are laid out. Northtup 17
has lights, after exhausting those opportunit~es, we'd be into a
case where we'd want to wave off, and after that it's KSC and KSC
has lights on ~oth ends o~ their runway_ And we'd just take the
run way \'1 ; t h the he a dwf nd • That's tile end 0 f what I ha ve for a
formal presentation.
PAO
Questions here in Hou~ton? Wait for the mike. If I
neglect to call on you by name, please give me your name and
a f f f 1 i a t ion. Mr. Be,' 9man •
JULES BERGMAN (ABC N~WS)
Harold, I'm puzzled by one thing. Is
there no daylight landing opportunity with some kind of an OMS
burn?
DRAUGHON
There is, the fact that we're making, Jules, the
fact that we're making those orbit adjusts to 120 do help the
crossrange some, in you can accommodate that some. But if you
look where we we're launching allcl landing, we're right in the
middle of the dark. Normally we do that. Right now, on flight
11, we're looking at that very aspe·ct. Flight 11 in the current
de~ign has got the nominal end of mission, and it's got one
opportunity lr. daylight to KSC, and the one day extension has one
opportunity to KSC that's l1ghted, and that's all. We donlt like
that, so we've got our MPAD folks looking at ways of putting some
orbit adjust maneuvers, since it'~ right on the edge, we've got
one pass, normally you have about 4 passes in a scenario before
you either hit a crossrange limit or a lighting limit. And when
you're close to the edge like that, we've got one, then probably
an orbiter adjust as you are suggesting would bring in one more
perhaps. But when you're 1n the middlp. of the night, it's just
not a powerful enough tool.

Al SELSTED (BALTIMORE SUN)
I understood you to say, a10ng the
1 i ne s 0 f J u1e s' que s t ion, I un d e r s too d yo 'J to so say at the
outset that because you're having a night launching, you will
therefore have a night landing. And I don't understand the
geometry of that. In other words, why couldn't you, if you
wanted to have a day landing, go for another orbit or two?
DRAUGHON
That's a complicated topic to get into 1n this kind
of forum. But it has to do with the inclination of the, the
location of the l;~nch site and the inclination that your 1a~nch
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is, the azimuth that you l"lunch 01. And we're launching at the
same azimuth that we always do. You can a playa little of the
games of how that Mercator, you know, the ole ground track that
everybody's familiar with. You can playa 1 ittle bit of games of
how you start that prece5sion back, it takes 16 revs for that
ground track to precess all the way around the Earth and
repeat. You can start that process by varying the azimuth that
you launch on. But given that you launch from the same place,
there's not a whole lot more you can do about it, other than vary
the altitude. It sets it up, r can go into some morp,
afterwards, if you like.
LASZLO DOSA (VOA)
I see h~re on this chart that on rev 92,
you have a daylight portion ct the KSC, is thore some reason why
you didn't choose it in the first place?
DRAUGHON
Yes, and the reasnn is, it is the first night
landing. and we tho~ght it more prudent to take the first night
landing to Edwards or Northrup which has a much longer runwlY and
~s a little more forgiving, for lateral or downrange touchdown
conditions.
DOSA
This s~ys it's a bracketed figure, it's indicating
that's daylight opportunity on rev 92 at 5:16:36.
DRAUGHON
Yes, and when we did the remanifesting. wa could
have gone back and elected to not achieve a night landing on
flfght 8. We could have avoided a night landing or. flight 8, if
that's what you're gettlng at. When the IUS was taken off this
flight and th~t opportunity became available, we asked ourselves
th~t and very consciously decided that we have a crew that has
been trained for night landings with a control team that's been
peaked up for that and we're all ready for it and want to go
ahead and do ft, rat~er than put it off and then have to get
rea d y for ita ga in, r" 0 r t hat fir 5 t 0 f a kin d . We' rea 1 1 rea d y t 0
do it now and we think its an appropriate time to do it, so we
elected to stick with it.
MARK KRAMER (CBS)
I have several questions. Originally in
this program, we were told that when one planned for landing, one
would normally try to make it not the last opportunity of the day
for that site, because if you had a problem, you'd like to be
able to go around once, and still come in the same place. And
noticed that has gone by the wayside here, if 1 read this
correctly, but it's the last opportunity of the day. Why that
philosophy change? Go aheQd and answer that.
DRAUGHON
Okay. That was and before flight 1 when that
philosophy really got firmly entrenched in a lot of people's
brains, mine and Don Petty's, who were working on the entries at
that time. We advocated that quite strongly. The reason for that
was that it was a new vehicle, it had, and still ha$ a huge
capacity for reconf1guration or after a giver. failure.
reoptimization of the systems you've got left, if you take your
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time and deal with them. But it takes time to restring, is the
word for that, to reorient or recombine the systems onhoard to
give yo~ all the flexibility that the orbiter has, and we wanted
that opportunity. We think that the orbiter has more or less,
proven itself, as far as redundancy is concerned and reliability
1s concerned. You don't need to be as sensitive to that as we
were before the first couple of flights. And where we have
sufficient motfuation, we deviate from retaining that option.
And we always keep in mind that if something goes wrong and you
do have to wave off, you know, you haven't given up entry, you've
given up entry that day. You can enter tomorrow. And we do carry
a minimum of 2 rev, 2 days extension, unless we consciously give
that up. And if we were to do that, then we would certainly not
~ick the last opportunity to deorbft. So, )t's a blend of those
things, but you're right, there's been a change in emphasis, but
one that's b~en couplF.d with some oth~r considerations.
KRAMER
Let me just take care of the last couple of
things. Can you describe the 1 fghting at Edwards or any of these
places? Is it beyond standard nighttime landing runway lighting,
that is, is the desert illuminated in some way? And the final
question is, when you u~e the TORS, can you give us an idea of
the range of times you can expect from a good TORS pass on this
misSion?
DRAUGHON
Okay, the lighting thing, I can't do justice to,
it's a series of lights that are on the approach in. As you're
coming into the runway, if the runway 1s this way, there are
series of lights that are out, and they're general flood lights,
and they completely illuminate the whole area. You need to get,
we need to get you with somebody that has some pictures and
things to show you on that, but it's striking, very bright. The
TORS thing, sometimes you'll have a long TORS on a given pass
over the TORS which is, you'll have a one long interval, other
times you'll have a short interval, and then a LOS. and then
another little p1ece, but I'm sure it'll do that justice.
JULES BERGMAN (ABC)
Harold, it seems to me your backing
yourselves into a corner here. You keep saying, "We have enough
consumables for 2 or 3 days extension as they did on STS-7," yet
when push came to shove on STS-7, and they had to switch the
landing from the Cape to Edwards, the key reason cited by Ab~,
and I think your people here was the fact that APU number 3, I
believe it was, was konking out, or they weren't sure of it and
also hy<1raulics they weren't sure of, etc., etc. My question is,
therefore, bearing that in mind, can you really count on 2 or 3
days extension? And also, second question, what is the maximum
guaranteed crossrange of the orbiter? Has that changed?
DRAUGHON
Okay, there was a little dffferent windage put on
the entry on the last flight and there were some people that
didn't think there was anythfng wrong with either of the
systems. There were some other people who thought that they
were, at least, questionable. All the systems did perform
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normally during entry and did their function. If that kind of a
scenario were to develop on this flight, we would certainly, in
the entry prep, or the day pri~r to entry, elect to get the crew
up an hour and a hal f early and head for a landing, a deorbit
opportunity that was and ho~r and a half sooner, a rev earlier
than the one that you see there. But in the face, where we are
today, you assume the orbiter's full up, and we're comfortable
with the margins that we have in just waving off. If we were in
a lifetime situation because we had a hydrogen leak or a fuel
cell problem or propellant leak, something that made us 1 ffetime
limited, then we would not blindly sit there on that deorbit
opportunity, on the last one of the day, we would reorient our
thinking and we can do that. Back when I was doing entry, I felt
comfortable changing the deorbit target point as late as 4, 4-1/2
hours from deorbit tig. You can get that close and decide to go
early.
BERGMAN

You mean 80 and 81, rather

DRAUGHON

Yes.

~han 1

and 21

CARLOS BYARS (HOUSTON CHRONICLE)
Harold, tal k about p..-iority
flight for a minute. If you get. you're in a position where
YOt,'ve got a priority flight, you want to shift into a priority
flight, and you get the PA~ off on schedule, and there would be
every reason to think you could, on flight day 2. Would you go
ahead and hold it up until, and reenter on four, or come on back.
in on three?
DRAUGHON

No, you'd still stay on flight day 4.

BYARS

Just to get thl$ other testing 1n?

DRAUGHON
Partly that, and JOU really want to have that entry
prep on the cabin stat. you'd like to have a relaxed afternoon
the d6y before entry. And if you try to accelerate it up until
to where you were going to deorbit the morning after a day that
you had a deploy, you really don't have that much time to get
your act together as well. You could do it. You could do it. But
we don't think that's a prudent thing to do.
BYARS
It's not something you would consider doing unless
you were really pressed?
DRAUGHON

Unless I really wanted to enter.

MIKE MEECHAM (GANETTE)
Going back to the APU problem. That
was a problem last time. It seems to impact when you ca~ come
down. Have there been tests on, what do you know about what went
on, what went wrong or didn't go wrong last time? And have there
b~en any changes to try to see whether you can make sure that
everything will be solid when you power those units up?
DRAUGHON

I really can't speak to that, I'll have to defer
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you to somebody after this thing, and see if anything, I am not
aware of anything that has been changed as a procedural n~ture
for this flight.
I'm sure those anomalies hllve been looked at
thoroughly, but we're not doing anything different procedurally
for this flight.
MEECHAM

And you don't know the results of whatever.

DRAUGHON
I don't personally know, there is somebody here at
his center who does know.
I just don't.
MEECHAM
Another question. rs there any special orbiting
maneuvers you've got, when you go that low, because of the
Earth's gravity, does it change what you have to do to keep the
ship on line at 120 rather than 1601
DRAUGHON
No, not when you talk about numbers in that general
bal 1 park. If you're talking about ]20, and even a little lower
than that, the drag on the orbiter 1s a little higher. The decay
is a little faster, and the navigation system on board ~oesn't
perform quite as well, because it doesn't model that very well,
or as well as it might. So you may have to do a 1 ittle b~t more
as far as taking our radar or our ground based tracking data and
updating your onboard navigation little more often~ little more
routinely we might tell it what the real state vector 1s, what
its real position is. But other than that, there is no problem,
and that certainly 1s not a problem. When you get down in the 80
to 100, depends again, whether you're talking circular or
elliptical, but if you get down to a 100 circular. then you start
100k1ng at how long it's going to stay there without doina some
m~neuvers to get it back higher. 120 is not problem.
OL:VE TALLEY (UPI)
Harold, what's the latest word on the
lau~ch date, and what's preventing you from setting a firm launch
da trl 1
ORA (I GH0 N I t a 1 I< edt 0 G1Yn n jus t be for e I c a rrI e 0 v e r her e
bec~use I knew I'd get that question.
They are looking at
options. There is, in fact, a teleconference today at around
10:30 to discuss that with Abe. There has not been a firmed date
s~tt it's sometime in the 20'S, August 20's. I haven't heard the
results. J believe the Cape guys are going to indicate that they
can potentially come forward a little sooner than the last date
that I'd been talking about was around the 23rd. But it's in
that general ball park, and everybody is focusing in on that this
week. And as soon as those discussions are over, there will be a
firm commitment on launch date. But that work is still to be
done this week.
TALLEY
So you think we will have a day, a firm launch date
set this week?
DRAUGHON

I bel i eve y(' u wi 11 •
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TALLEY

By when?

DRAUGHON

I don't know. Talk to Lunney and Abe about that.

PAO
One more question here in Houston. Then we'll go to NASA
headquarters in Washington. John Getter.
JOHN GETTER (KHOU)
I'd likp. you to expand a little bit. I know
it's not your field of expertise, but expand a little bit on the
oxygen interaction, how it came about, an~ the po:';sible.... I
understand there are scientists now who believe that the FRSI
damage that showed up on 6 was p~rhaps caused by running into
something where there was supposed to be nothing.
DRAUGHON
John, I can't do a whole lot more, I know that it
was a latecomer. It got the opportunity to fly because of the
remanifesting and we had, you know, a lot of lift capacity on
this flight that we didn't need. And other than that, I can't, I
know that it has becnme a very popular one from the scientific
community. A lot of people are interested in it and it has come
together very rapidly. As far as all the inputs and the kinds of
materials, there are a bunch of different s~mples from a bunch of
different individuals or universities and what not. But other
than that, you really ought to get details from the other
briefings that they got.
PAO

Now to NASA Headquarters in Washington, D.C.
This is NASA Headquarters.

LYNN SHERR (ABC NEWS)
Harold, a couple of questions about the
state of the orbiter's health. Do you know, for instance, what
the situation is with the window, with the brakes, with the waste
management facility, and even with the APU, that was suspected to
be a problem?
DRAUGHON
The waste management system, they are changing it
out. They originally thought they might get by with just
changing a microswitch. The last I heard was that the Cape folks
had decided that wasn't the ~ight thing to do and they were going
to change out the entire system. The window, I really don't
know.
SHERR

How about the brakes?

DRAUGHON
The brakes, they'll just have to replace those,
completely replace.
SHERR
was?

Has it been determined exactly what the problem

DRAUGHON
No, I've heard two stories, Lynn, and r don't know
which one is correct. One that sounded the most reasonable to me
was that another piece in there came loose and caused the failure
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to occur that was late in the rollout. But I don't know if its
been determined which of the two scenarios is actually right or
not yet.
JIM SLADE (MUTUAL BROADCASTING) Harold, how much of the TORS do
you expect to have in operation during these interface tests? Do
you expect the full system to be available to you at that time?
DRAUGHON
SLADE

The TnRS full system?
Yes, sir.

DRAUGHON
Yes, we exp~ct to have the full capability. The
last piece that we needed as far as something being accomplished
prior to this mission was the Ku-band antenna that's on the TORS
to be deployed and that has been done. In fact it was done some
time ago, so that's been deployed. And I tal ked to George Harris
not too long ago and they had ~t least gimballed that antenna and
demonstrated that they can move it around. So the antenna that
we will use to communicate with on Ku-band works and can
gimbal. he have not flowed data through it yet. There are some
other tests that are going to go on before the flight 8 launch
that are going ~o be kind of paving the way for the flight 8
inflight demonstration. There is a thing call ESTL, where we are
going to use a building here at JSC as an emulator of the
orbiter, hook our control center, the MCe, up to the regular
Goddard network, flow data through the Goddard network, through
White Sands, to the TORS satellite, and the back to the ESTL
facility here, which will act 1 ike an orbiter and respond to
those commands, flow telemetry back to TORS, back to White Sands
through the Goddard network and back to Houston. So we're going
to compare it. There is testing already defined and in place
that's going to demonstrate a full closed-loop capability prior
to launch. There 1~ one other test that I think 1s currently
scheduled before the 8 launch, and that is to have TORS interface
with the 5T5·9 vehicle on the pad, or at the Cape anyway. But
back to your basic question ••.•
HOWARD BENEDICT (AP)
A couple of questions. Are there any
open items down at the Cape right now, as far as preparing the
vehicle? And what milestones have you got ahead? When are you
going to launch pad, for instance? And another question I had
was on INSAT. In the past, you've always placed high priority
getting the satellites out 8 or ~ hours after launch to get them
out as quickly as possible. In this flight, you're wa;tin~ until
the second day. What's the thinking behind that?
• .
DRAUGHON
That's always a debate on how quickly to get those
satellites out. There is a certain amount of cleaning up the
store that goes on after ascent and breaking out all the thfngs
that you need for the normal on-orbit operations. We in
operations think that it's prudent to do a deploy, if it's a
simple one, as early as rev 5. We wouldn't want to plan to do
anything earlier than that because you're just too caught up 1n
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what's going on during ascent. And usually these things that
you're deploying require a very accurate attitude and position
data. There are drifts and what nots, there are biases that can
come in during ascent that you don't have time to tie down the
orbiter's position or attitude with IMU alignments until you've
been on orbit for a while. So that's always a trade. You'd like
to get it over and done with before something might potentially
go wrong with the orbiter. But there's also a large payoff in
performance to the payload if you can give it a very accurate
attitude and position knowledge before you deploy it. There is
one scenario on this flight, r mentioned the sunshields earlier.
We launch with the sunshiclds open, and after you get on orh1t,
we open the paylaod bay doors and then close the sunshields. If
we are unable to close those sunshields, we would probably, 1n
fact, we would make an attempt, and I feel fairly certain that we
would successfully deploy the satellite on rev 5.
That's it from NASA Headquarters.
PAO

Kennedy Space Center in Florida, please.

CHANNEL 2
I realize it gets highly technical, but could you
clarify somewhat why you're launching at night this time?
DRAUGHON
I believe it's driven by the pointing ~onstraints
and the position constraints on the PAM, on the INSAT
spacecI'aft. The control center for that vehicle, for the INSAT
payload, is in Hassan, India. They want acquisition at Has~an,
during a very specific part of the transfer orbit, or after the
first burn. And that's because, that particular vehicle, because
of the way it was deSigned, it needs a certain amount of handholding, or somebody looking after it during its climb out to
apogee. So that positions where you can do that on the Earth.
You got it deployed, if you're going to burn at a node, which 1s
a requirement to get, to attack the inclination and drive it down
to a near equatorial, you've got to pick one that's right, given
the Hassan location. And that's really what drove it.
PAO
Alabama.

Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville,

TOM KNIGHT (WAFF TV)
Harold, during the time that the orbiter
will be about 40 miles below normal orbit, will there be any
decrease in the amount of time during the s1gnal communications?
DRAUGHON
Yes. It's not a big decrease, but yes there is.
When you're closer, it's the plain 01' R-Theta trick from plane
geometry. But, you are in 1 fne of sight with the stations Just a
short amount of time and I think it's 2 or 3 percent per day
reduction in total time. Sometimes, you know, if you had real
low elevation angle, say a minute pass, and a 5 degree pass, you
may lose that entire pass. Usually it's a matter of a few
seconds on each end of a pass that you lose.
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KNIGHT
And my second question, at Edwards for the
landing? What type of 1 ighting system is available on the strip
out there for the Challenger?
DRAUGHON
As I said earlier, it's a general area flood
system, and the llghts are at the approach end of the r'unway.
And they're in a V, aimed back down the runway the same directlon
that the orbiter's flying. And you'd really need to get a
drawing, or schematic from somebody to understand that system. I
believe there are just 4 lights, as far as groups of lights. And
they're very bright and very effective, I know that.
KNIGHT
So there won't be any type lighting system like
(garble) to show high or low level for the approach?
DRAUGHON
There are none in the traditional sense that there
is a set of papi'ss, and I think on a ball bar that's out there
to help them on lining up on the runway. But other than that,
the area floods is what they use.
No further questions from Marshall.
PAO

Okay, more questions back here in Houston.

BERGMAN
Harold, in the unlikely event of an RTLS, it seems
to me that the crew has a rather hairy job to do in finding a
runway at KSC, do they not? Since the orbiter itself has no
landing lights, as I understand it. And it's essentially an
instrument turn, it's a series of instrument turns.
DRAUGHON
It would be. We've got both ends of the runway
there lighted, because you can't tell which, you know, where the
headwinds are going to be, because the offshol'e winds and
everything changing quite ,aadily. But you got to fly the
navigation system, you got to go where guidance is telling you
until you get within sight of the field.
BERGMAN
glider.

So you have, for the first time, perhaps, an IFR

DRAUGHON

Yes, you could say that.

LASZO DOZA
When you're going to this lower orbit, the 120
mile orbit, does it change you~ orbital period, and how much?
DRAUGHON
Yes. I honestly don't know how much the period
changes, but it's not a great deal, it's roughly an hour and a
half and it's just a few seconds.
MIKE MEECHAM
Am I to presume that Dr. Thornton is doing his
experiments on his own timeline through this? You didn't mention
that.
DRAUGHON
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been made for that, sometimes he's using different crewmen for a
particular medical experiment. We know what his general plans
ar~, and we're careful if he's planning to use the commander or
the pilot in a given timeframe for one of his packages, one of
his experiments, we know that and we don't schedule that
particular crewma~ to do some other activity. But it just gets
cumbersome, since the ground is usually not involved in what he
is doing to put it on this piece of paper. There is a piece of
paper where they keep information on it, if you needed it.
MECHER
And you have scheduled him in also to do other jobs
during periods as Dr. Thagard did on the previous f1 ight?
DRAUGHON
He's doing some other things, and that would be
something you could pursue with the crew in their briefing.
DOUG ROSS (KPRC)
These 1 ights at Edwards are a portable sort
of thing, aren't they?
DRAUGHON

They are movable, yes.

ROSS
If you do need to change runways for some reason or
the other, what kind of 1ead time do you need on moving the
lights around?
DRAUGHON
I honestly don't know.
I can't answer that.
can check on that and get an answer for you.

We

ROSS
Okay. Just an idea of what it's going look 1 ike,
always before in the daytime, you could see the thing from about
40,000 feet or higher down. Is the orbiter essentially just
g01ng drop out of the black, or will there be search 1 ights
following it down, or what?
DRAUGHON
into view.

No, there are no search lights.

It will just come

ROSS
Okay. So the first sight we'll have of it will
probably be on flare, I suppose.
DRAUGHON
I've never watched it do that, so, I've never
watched the STA in those training sessions. We can find out
exactly where you would get visual, and we can get that the same
time we figure out the move time of the lights.
MARK KRAMER
What will Truly see looking through the HUD for a
nighttime landing? Does he see a an outl fne of runway lights
that coincides with the actual runway lights on the ground?
DRAUGHON
I'd rather you pursue that with Richard tomorrow
because there's a lot of information on there and different
pilots fly it a little differently, and what they look at, and
how
that.they judge. You ought to ask Dick exactly how he's doing
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AL SElSTED (BALTIMORE SUN)
In your discussion of TORS, I
didn't understand. Will you use TORS at all for any voice
communications?
DRAUGHON
Yes. That's the thing I was gOing to add to the
Washington conversation. We'll be using the Ku-band, which is
just a higher gain antenna, is al i it gives us. And the other
mode that we'll be working with ;s off the S-band omn; antennas.
This, analytically, it tells us that we might, we'll probably
have to go to low bit rate to maintain lock on off the omni
antennas to TORS. But that will contain both voice and data, but
data only a low bit rate. There are some people that wouldn't be
terrible surprised if we didn't get a bit of, high bit rate data
capability along with voice off those omni's. But we'll be
looking at that and after the second or, probably flight day 2,
certainly flight day 3, I could give you a good update as to how
that's going, how that testing is, and what the capacity of that
system 1s turning out to be.
DAN LEWIS (WISN TV MILWAUKEE)
My particular interest in this
flight is Dan Brandenstein. Could you, just for our benefit,
tell us a little bit about his role on this flight?
DRAUGHON
The pilot's role 1s always to, his prime job is to
back up the commander as, in flying the aircraft. And that's
what Dan's job is going to be. The systems on the right hand
side of the aircraft, there are certain systems that, mostly
controls are on the left or the right. The commander winds up
with mostly the environmental systems, the oxygen and that kind
of stuff. Over on the right, the pilot has got the APU systems,
he's got he gear, and hydraul ics, and those kinds of things.
He's got a full set of flight ~nstruments on both sides, they are
redundant, as far as landing, augmentation, meters and things
that he needs. The main thing to keep in mind for the pilot is
that if the commander's not there for some reason, the pilot's
going to run the aircraft.
BYARS
Harold, on this TORS. I know future uses of the
TDRS, as I understafid it, everything that goes through that from
the Shuttle up, will be enciphered. Is that encipherment system
going to be in place on this mission?
DRAUGHON

No.

No, we're not encripted on this flight.

JOHN PETTY (Houston Post)
Are you any more confident this
time in deal fng with space adaptation syndrome? And if so, did
it playa role in the timing of the INSAT deploy?
DRAUGHON
It didn't playa role in the location of where we
got the deploys at all, no. Nothing has changed, as far as we
have not made any concessions to it. We think the crew will be
able, you know, with the number of guys we got on board, we think
we'll be able to execute the timel fne on time, as advertised.
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And we're doing some cross training. as we do on every f1 ight.
whether it be for space adaptat~on or whatever reason, if someone
is not up to par on a given day. there is always another guy
that's trained to do that job, as in the commander and the pilot.
there are two people that are trained on the RMS, there are two
people that trained on the PAMs and deploys.
PETTY
I understand that one reason for deploying
relatively early in the mission was to beat the onset of the
symptoms.
DRAUGHON
There is a field of thought that it usually happens
around day 2 or 3, and that it tapers off at a certain time. But
that's a statistical data base. and even the stuff that we've
done in chamber runs, it's on an individual/individual basis, you
cannot predict that. One guy might get sick earlier, and get
well early, another one might get sick later. You just, you're
playing a statistical game. You cover that by training two
different guys.
TOM COOK (KTRK)
What will STS-8 accompl ish that makes it
crucial to future fl ights?
DRAUGHON
J guess the thing that has its lead-in to the
further fl ights as mucn as anything else. It's nice to get the
night landing out of the way right now. We didn't have to do
that on this flight, we still don't have to do it as far as
something we have to accomplish here, because you could just let
that driver be a driver in how you plan future flights, and we've
gotten by up to now without do~ng thut. But something to get
under our belts and we want to do that. There are two other
things, r mentioned I think, and built the case for the RMS. The
RMS is at that evolution of getting ready for lOEF, and after
LDEF, I think it weighs a little bit less, but there is a Space
Telescope, and I don't know where that thing is manifested. But
it's another heavy piace that we're carrying up. So we need to
certify the RMS to handle those heavy payloads and it's not just
the weight, but it's also the performance characteristics, how
well you can point them, what kind of rate you can release them
with and how steady you can keep them. So that has some
implications and for the short term, the biggest one that's a
direct serial implication, although if for some reason we didn't
even get to fly this flight, you'd still go ahead with it, is the
TORS interface in flight 9, what that does. The problem that
flight 9 gets is one of all the data they've got and they need
the TORS to get that data down. If you don't have that, you're
going to have a scheduling problem to redo things at a different
time and they're going to have a logistics problem with hanging a
lot of tape and bringing a lot of tapes back for Spacelab. So
flight 9 has got the short term payoff, and I guess the RMS PFTA
is a long haul.
PAO
t'm advised that the 10:30 telephone conference
that Harold mentioned earlier among the NASA managers relative to
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launch date has occured, and no launch date has becn
determined. And in fact, we're not going to announce one this
week. It turns out it will be next week before we have a firm
launch date. That concludes this portion of the briefing. we'll
reconvene almost immediately now wfth 11 o'clock session on the
payload flight test article, the Payload Deployment and Retrefval
System. Thank you very much.

***

